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ABSTRACT 
The visibility functions of 195 radio sources are interpreted 
in terms of the structure of these - sources. Of the 195 sources, 174 
are known or presumed to be extragalactic. Seventy-five of these 
extragalactic sources are resolved with the interferometer spacings 
used, and complex structure is found i n all but 13. In the sources 
showing complex structure, two similar components with nearly equal 
intensities are found in 15, 40 show two or more components of unequal 
intensities, while 7 appear to be a bright core surrounded - by a halo. 
It is suggested that the majority of all extragalactic sources have 
complex structure. 
Data are also given on the brightness distributions in the 21 
galactic sources observed. In contrast to the extragalactic sources, 
emission from the galactic sources is typically confined to a single 
region. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the two preceding papers, we have presented data on the visi-
bility functions of 195 discrete radio sources observed at 31.3 em 
with the Caltech variable spacing interferometer. The first paper 
(Moffet 1962, hereafter referred to as Paper I) reported measurements 
on 127 sources observed with an east-west interferometer baseline, 
while the second {Maltby 1962, Paper II) reported similar measurements 
o n 1 6 5 sources using a north-south baseline. Nine~y-seven sources 
were included in bot h sets of observations. 
In the present pap~r we report the interpretation of these data 
in terms of t h e brightness distributions of t he sources. The methods 
o f . int erpretation are set f ort h , and the sour c e descriptions are given 
in Tables 1 and 4. Finally , some conclusion s a b out source structure 
are drawn . A detailed stu dy of the i mp l i cation s o f t h ese results for 
25 identified sources wil l b e g i v e n i n the fo urth paper of this ser ie s 
( Maltb y, Matthews, and Moffet 196 2). 
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II. METHODS OF INTERPRETATION 
The definition of the visibility function of a source and the 
relation of the visibility function to the source brightness distri-
bution have been given in Paper I. We recall that the visibility 
function is proportional to the complex, two-dimensional Fourier trans -
form of the source brightness di stribution . Thus, if the visibility 
function were known in its entirety, the complete br i gh tr.ess distribu -
tion could be recovered by a numcricsl Fourier inversion . When the 
visibility function i s not completely dete rmined by the observations 
(as is almos t always the case), a Fourier inversion of the known por -
tion of the visibility function yields an approximation to the source 
brightness distribution . This approximation is tnown as the p rincipal 
solution (Bracewell and Roberts 1954). 
An alternative method of interpreting the visibility function is 
to compare that portion which has b een observed with artificial visi -
bility functions calculated for a number of plausible source models. 
Parameters in a particular model are then adjusted to give a best fit 
to the observed data for a given source, and the source is de scribed 
in terms of the fitted model. 
Both methods of analysis have been used in making the interpreta-
tions reported in this paper, and a description of our procedures fol-
lows. 
a) Fourier Inversion 
For all the galactic sources, and for a number of the larger ex -
tragalactic sources, the east-west and north -south one-dimensional 
visibility functions (given in Papers I and II) were numerically in-
verte~ using an electronic digital computer. The inversion was done 
by evaluating a Fourier series, a process which is much simpler than 
numerically calculating a Fourier integral, and which gives identical 
results for sources which are of limited angular extent. 
To obtain, by this method, the one-dimensional brightness distri-
bution of a source, the observed values of the visibility amplitude 
for the source were first plotted as functions of the antenna s pacing . 
A smooth curve was steered as nearly as possible through the points . 
This procedure was then repeated for the visibility phase. The values 
of these curves were read off at equal intervals of antenna spacing , 
and these numbers were inserted as coefficients and phase-shifts in 
the Fourier series representing the source. For sources observed with 
both the east-west and the north-south baselines , separate one-dimen-
sional inversions were made of each set of data. 
Because the· observations were not taken at equal intervals of 
antenna spacing, the values obtained from the curves and fed into the 
Fourier series were not completely determined by the observations. 
Where there were alternative i nterpolations of equal plausibility, 
different series were . evaluated and the one which gave the most rea-
sonable source distribution was accepted to represent the source. In 
this sense, ''most reasonable" usually meant the distribution with the 
least amount of negative brightness . 
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In the cases where the spurious r e s ponses in the principa l solu-
tion were evident, the recovered distribution vas smoothed with a 
Gaussian having a full-width at half-maximum of 1!8 . This smoothing 
vas accomplished by multiplying the visibility amplitude by the appro-
priate Gaussian tapering function and transforming the product. The 
corresponding ''beamvidth" for the untapered 1557 wavelength aperture 
is 1!3. 
b) Model Fitting 
Most of the extragalactic sources were only partially resolved at 
the g reatest ant enna spacings available. For the~e sources, the method 
of Fourier inversion vas unsuit able since the oscillatory nature of the 
principal solution obscured the few features of the source distribution 
which were determined by the observational data. For these sources, 
the me thod of mode l fitting proved much more satisfactory. 
In this method, the observed data on the visibility amplitude and 
phase were compared with artificial visibility function s calculated 
for a number of physically reasonable models . Free parameters in an 
appropriate model were then ad justed to give a fit to the observed data . 
Because of the uncertainty in the data, an adequate fit could be ob -
tained for a range of values of the model parameters, a nd this range 
was noted. 
The advantage of this method i s that it eliminates the problem of 
the oscillations in the principal solution and g ives a recovered source 
di stribution (the model) ~hich is ab initio physically reasonable . The 
possib le differences between the source and the model should be kept in 
mind, however . Their only relationship is that t hey have, within the 
limits of observational error , the same principal solution . The accu -
racy with which the model represents the source is then dependent upon 
the degree of resolution. A barely-resolved sautee can be fitted by 
any model having the same second moment as does the s ource (see Paper I , 
section IId) . Only an equivalent diameter is quoted f o r such sources . 
This is the diameter at half-intensity of the equivalent circular 
Gaussian model, the simplest model that can be chosen . It is probable 
that in most such cases this simple model does not correspond very well 
to the t rue shape of the source. 
For a source having a larger angular extent , a more detailed de -
scription is possible, and a more complicated model is usually requir ed 
to fit the observed portion of the visibility ~unction. In many cases 
a model with two Gaussian components give s a good fit . It should be 
mentior.ed that in addition to the one- and two-component Gaussian models, 
a number of other types of more complicated models were also calculated . 
In no case were our data sufficient to define a model with more than two 
components, but in relatively few cases were there indications of a 
g reater degree of complexity. 
In a large number of cases it is possible to say with considerable 
certainty that the two-component model is a good representation of the 
major features of the source. Certair.ly some structure within the com-
ponents is to be anticipated . Nevertheles s, many sources are definitely 
characterized by tva well-separated regions of emi ssion- - that is to say, 
two bright areas with a relatively dark region in between . 
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c) Examples 
As an example of the alternative methods of interpretation of the 
visibility function consider the source 3C 353, which was observed only 
with the east-west baseline. Because the decl~nation of this sourc e i s 
virtually zero, the fringe rotation is negligible for the east-west ob-
servations mad e off -transit, and all the east-west obse rvations can be 
combined to g ive the visibility function forl p = 90 ° . The data, from 
Paper I, on the visibility amplitude is plotted in Figure la; that on 
the phase i s plotted in Figure lb. 
The curves in Figures la and b were used as the input data for a 
nume rical Fourier inversion. The phase curve shown gave a more satis-
factory result than did one running through the centers of the observed 
points. The result, given in Figure lc, is the principal solution for 
this source as observed with a 1600 wavelength aperture. The extraneous 
responses are clearly evident. The first negative response from each 
component falls on the nearer side of the other component; thus, the 
apparent spacing of the two components, as obtained by this method, is 
too great . 
In Figure ld is shown the result of smoothing the principal solu-
t i on for 3C 353 with a 1~8 Gaussian. The strong " sidelobes" have 
vanished but the dip between the components has been filled in . 
A model consisting of two Gaussians having equal diameters of 1~4 , 
relative intensities of 2.0 and 1, and an east-west spacing of 2~5 is 
shown in Figure le. The same model, smoothed with a 1!8 Gaussian, i s 
shown in Figure lf. The visibility amplitude and phase for this model 
are compared with the observed data for 3C 353 in Figures lg and h. The 
fi t i .n amplitude is quite good. The fit in phase could be improved by 
assigning a slightly smaller diameter to the strong er component. 
As another example of model fitting, consider the source 3C 219, 
which has been observed in three different position angles: p = oo , 
p = 53° and p = 90°. The visibility curves show a pronounced second maxi-
mum, and the phase observed in p= oo at the longest antenna spacing dif-
fers by 1 800 from the phase observed at the shorter spacings. This in-
formatio n suggests that we may try to fit the observations with a model 
consisting of two equal components. The model which gives the best fit 
has two equal Gaussian comp onents with diameters of 0!85. The major 
axis of the source is in position angle 35° and the separation between 
the components is 1! 9 . The model sour ce is shown in Fi gure 2a, while 
the calculated visibility cu rves may be compared with the observed visi -
bility a mplitudes i n Figure 2b . 
The source 3C 134 was observed in p= 0°, 46° and 90° . Although it 
has a very small extent in p= 90° 1 observations in the other direction 
clearly show it to be double. It was found, however, that the observed 
points could not be fitted to visibility curves for a model source with 
circular components. A good fit could be obtained if the components 
were elongated in the direction of the major axis. 
lAs in Papers I and II, p is the position angle, defined in the conven-
tional sense. 
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The resulting model and the fit obtained are shown in Figures 3a and b . 
III. THE ORIENTATION OF THE SOURCES 
Many sources were found to have two comporients or to be otherwise 
elongated . For each such source an effort was made to ditermine the 
orientation of its major axis. In many cases the position a ngle of the 
major axis could be deduced from the visibility functions obtained with 
two or more different baseline orientations. Examples of this type of 
analysis are 3C 219 and 3C 13 4 , which have been de scrib e d a b ove. 
For three sources of particular importance ( NGC 5128, Hercules A, 
and Cygnus A), additional observations were undertaken in June, 196 1, 
to establish more precisely their orientation . The method used was that 
demonstrated by Jennison and Latham (1959) and by Rowson (1959) . The 
two elements of the Caltech interferometer were placed 1600 ft apart 
along a north-south baseline. Using a wavelength of 21.7 ere, each source 
was tracked for a period of four to eight hours . During this period the 
orientation of the source with respect to the interference frin ge s 
changed appreciab ly. The appare nt intensity of the source as a function 
of hour angle then gave considerable information about the orientation 
and structure of the source. 
The observations for Hercules A are shown in Figure 4a. From the 
east-west and north-south transit observations, it was known that this 
source had two components and that the position angle of the major axis 
was not far from 90°. The expected intensity as a function of hour 
angle was calculated for a number of model sources . A good fit to the 
observed data was given by a model h a ving two circular Gaussian compo-
nents with relative intensities of 1.4 and 1, separated by 1~ 95 along a n 
axis in p= 10095. The component diameters were 0!75 . The curve in 
Figure 4a is calculated for this model . The deviations from the observed 
points are small, indicating that the components o f Hercules A are nearly 
circular in shape. The expected east-west visibility amplitude is 
plotted in Figure 4b together with t h e observed points. Here a gain, a 
good fit is found. 
Similar data for Cygnus A is plo tted in Figure 5 . The position 
angle of the major ax i s was found to be 10990 ± 195, in agreement with 
the observations of Rowson (1959) at 1 0 em. A slight discrepancy was 
found b etween the observed and calculated intensities for hour angles 
b etween 3h and 4h. This suggests that the components may be somewhat 
elongated in the direction of the major axis. 
A study of NGC 5128, using this technique , ha s been reported sepa-
rately (Maltby 1961). In this case the components of the source are 
definitely elongated, and in a direction approximat e ly along the major 
axis. 
IV. INTERPRETATION 
The data on the source visibility functions have been interpreted 
in terms of source structure, using the methods described above. For 
purposes of classification, it is convenient to treat separately those 
sources known or presumed to be of galactic origin . Small -diamete r ob-
jects (< 3') with normal, non -thermal spectra have been included in the 
extragalactic group, even when found at low galactic latitudes . The 
source 3C 48 has been placed in the galactic group on the b asis of its 
identification with a stellar object (Sandage, Greenstein, Munch , and 
Matthews , in preparation) . 
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a) Table of Extragalactic Sources 
Table 1 contains the interpretations for 174 sources believed to 
be of extragalactic ori g in. The sou rces are listed in order of right 
ascension and are identified by their numbers in various catalogsl. In 
some cases angular diameters in p = 90° and p = oo have been assigned on 
the basis of the east-vest and north -south transit observations. These 
diameters refer to circular Gaussian models . Where the observations i n -
dicated a complex structure, to which a simple diameter could not b e as-
signed, a 'c' is entered in the appropriate diameter column, and the in -
terpretation of the source is given in the commen ts. An asterisk indi -
cates a source for which a more extended remark is eiven in the text 
(next section). Where observations were ma de wi th only one baseline 
orientation, a dash is entered in the other diameter column . Most of 
the dimensions quoted for the sources are ac c ompanied by limits. These 
are b ased on the rang e of the model para meters over whi ch the model ~rould 
give a satisfactory fit to the observed vi sibility function. The proba-
bility that the dimensions of t h e major features of a sou rce lie within 
the quoted rang e is estimated to be a b out 70~ . 
As the information in Table 1 vas being assembled, it became clear 
that the extragalactic sources could b e divided according to str~cture 
into several classes. Firs t of all, many source s were unresolved, or 
only slightly resolved, with the longest baselin e used . For such a 
source, only a diameter, or an upper limit on a diameter, was determined. 
Sources having diameters greater than 1!5 were large e nough for structural 
details to be apparent with the baselines available. For a few of these 
larger sources, the visibility curve showed a smooth decline in amplitude 
to nearly zero with negligible phase shift. These few sources were fitted 
with single-component Gaussian mode ls. 
As was mentioned above, in the sectio n on model fitting, the majority 
of the well -resolved sources have more complicated structures. Many con-
tain two, roughly s ymmetrical components. Others contain two components 
of une~ual intensity . A few sources display a s mall-diameter core super-
posed on a large - di a meter h alo. The classification of a source within 
these structural ca t e go r i es is indicated i n Table 1 by a letter, as fol-
lows: 
N--not resolved , or only barely resolved . 
S- -simple; diameter >1! 5 , but no indication of structure . 
E --two components of r oughly equal in t en s ity ; intensity ratio 
<1. 4 :1. 
U--two components of unequal intensity; in a few cases more complex 
structure is possible, as not ed in the comments. 
H--core superposed on halo . 
Where the classification is uncertain, the letter is en c losed in paren-
theses. 
The information in Table l should not be used without some regard 
f o r t he way in which i t was derived. The accuracy of the descript ions 
1 For detailed references, see Paper I, Section IV . 
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is limited by the small number of antenna spacings used and by the 
limited accuracy of the measurements of the visibility function, es -
pecially of the visibility phase. To cite an example, a number of 
sources are described as having two components .of equal diameters and 
of unequal intensities. For many of these sources it would also be 
possible to have unequal component diameters with a slightly different 
ratio of intensities. The distinction between these possibilities ca n 
only be made with accurate measurements at longer basel ines . The equal-
dia meter model has been chosen for simplicity, but the uncerta inty has 
been considered in assigning error limits to the diameter s a nd the in-
tensity ratios, which appear in Table 1. As another example, a faint, 
large -diameter halo around a source could easily have been missed if no 
total power measurement were available. In spite of the possibility of 
such errors, it is felt that wherever a description is given it is a 
valid description of the major features of the source distribution. 
b) Rema r ks on Individual Extragalactic Sources 
Several sources require more extensive comments than could ~ e e iven 
in Table 1, and these are given here. In most cases these remarks in-
volve comparison of the present results either with information about an 
associated optical object or with radio information obtained at other 
wavelengths. 
MSH 00 -222 (NGC 253).--Radio emission from NGC 253 was first noted by 
Mills (1955). The present observations suggest a source having two 
component s with a separation of about 3' in the north-south direction. 
It is interesting to note that in NGC 253 there is an emission patch 2~3 
north of the nucleus (Humason, Mayall, and Sandage 1956). 
NGC 1275.--A very extended structure in this source {~095 x 190) ha s been 
observed by Leslie and Elsmore {1961) at a wavelength of 1. 68 m. The 
antenna spacings used in the present study were taken at intervals too 
great to permit the description of a source of this size; therefore, the 
interpretation in Table 1 may be in error, but it is also possible that 
the halo is weaker at shorter wavelengths . 
Fornax A.--This source is also too large for the antenna spacings availa-
ble in the present study. The unequal, two-component structure was di s-
covered by Wade (1961) in observations with a 16 ' pencil beam at 10-cm 
wavelength . Similar observations have b een made at this Observatory , 
yielding results which agree fully with t hose o~ Wade . The very small 
visibility amplitudes observed for Fornax A in the present study suggest 
that the i ndividual componen t s of the sour ce do not contain bright cores 
of small angular diameter. 
3C 134.--The source consists of two components of equal intensity . One 
or probably both components are elongated approximately in the direction 
of the major axis of the source {see Figure 3). In this respect 3C 134 
is similar to the central component of Centaurus A. 
Pictor A.--This source is highly elongated and may consist of two equal 
components with a separation of 4 ! 6 ± 0 ! 5 in p = 90° and with component 
diameters of about 2' . The diameter in the north-south direction is 
<2'. The phase observed at the 779~ spacing in the east-west direction 
does not agree with this interpretation, h owever, and this nay indicate 
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that the structure is too complex to be fitted by a two - component model . 
Hydra A.--Interpretation of the observed visibi lity cu r ves for this 
source is difficult . There is a large, but faint halo with a di a meter 
of a b out 5 '· The core is certainly not circular; an elongation in a 
po s ition angle of abo~t 300 is indicated . It is possible that the core 
has an even more complicated structure; Lequeux and Heidmann {1961) find 
a very small-diameter componen t having about one -fifth the total inten-
sity of t he source at 21 c~ . 
M87 .--Thi s source wa s observed to have a core-and-halo t ype of structur e 
by Birat~d , Lequeux, and LeRoux {1960). A comparison of the 3 - m observa-
tions by Mills (1953) and the observations at 21 em by Bira ud et al with 
the present measu r ements shows that t he core i s relative l y l ess prominent 
at longer wa velengths (Moffet 1 961). Over this r a ng e of wavelengths, the 
spectral index o f t he core is about -0.3, while the halo has a steeper 
spectrum with a n index of about -1. 0 . Observations which we have made at 
21. 6 em with a north-south antenna spacing of 1600 ft indicate that the 
core is elongated, with the major axis in a position angle of approxi-
mately 300°. This confirms the s uggestion that the core is associated 
with the~t , which projects from the nucleus of the g alaxy in position 
angle 290° (Baade and Minkowski 1954) . Lequeux and Heidmann (1961) find 
that the core consists of two components with an east-west separation of 
0 ~ 5 . 
NGC 5128 {Centaurus A).--This source consists of an extended part with 
dimensions of about 30 x 8 o and a compact central core. The extended 
source h as been s h own to consist of two components {Bolton and Clark 
1960; Wade 1959) . Recent measu~ements by Twiss, Carter, and Little 
(1960) have shown that the central source also has two components. This 
result is confirmed by the present observations. Further investigation s 
of the central source {Maltby 1961) have shown that the two components 
are elongated, with dimensions of about 3!8 x 2~0 . The components are 
separated by 7!1 ± 0!5. The elongation is approximately in the direction 
of the major axis, and both components are situated well outside the wide 
dust band in NGC 5128 . 
There are two studies of the central source at other wavelengths in 
the decimeter range, both yieldi ng information a bout the east-west bright-
ness distribution. These studie s are the previously mentioned one by 
Twiss, Calter, and Little (1960) at 21 em and a recent one by Little and 
Bracewell (1 961) at 9 em. 
Table 2 lists some of the results of the three investigations. It 
is seen that at the longer wavelengths, the intensities and diameters of 
the two components are more nearly equal, and also the separation between 
them may be somewhat larg er. A detailed comparison has been made between 
the east-west visibility function determined in Paper I and an artificial 
visibility function calculated for a model derived from the 9-cm observa-
tions. This comparison strengt hen s the suggestion that the structure of 
the source varies with wavelength. In particu lar, it is quite unlikely 
that the diameter of either comp onent at 31 em can be as small as 1'. 
The present measurements indicate that if the two compo nents have unequal 
1we are indebted to Dr.'s Little and Bracewell for informing us of their 
results in advance of pub~ication. 
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intensities -the stronger lies toward the east, which is in agreement 
with the 9-cm result of Little and Bracewell. 
Centaurus A vas studied at a wavelength of 3 m by Mills (1953), 
using an interferometer with several baseline orientations and spacings. 
His results were difficult to interpret because of the presence of the 
extended source in his primary antenna pattern and because the phase of 
the visibility function vas not measured. His results do not seem in-
consistent with the interpretation given in Table l; however his conclu-
sion that the central source lies roughly in the dust lane of NGC 5128 
would seem to be in error (Maltby 1961). 
Hercules A.--The source consists of two components with an east-west 
separation of 1!92 ± 0!10. The position angle of the major axis is 
10095 ± 190, giving a separation of 1~95 along this axis. Observations 
at 21.6 em with a north-south antenna spacing of 1600 ft have shown that 
the components are nearly circular in shape and have established the 
orientation of the major axis with t hi s rather high degree of precision 
(see Figure 4). The east-west phase at the 779~ s pacing (Paper I, 
Table 5) indicates that the stronger component is toward the east. The 
agreement with the results of Heidmann and Le~ueux (1961) at 21 em is 
excellent. 
Cygnus A.--Measurements at Jodrell Bank have s hown that at a wavelength 
of 2.4 m it appears to consist of two, roughly e~ual components (Jennison 
and Das Gupta 1953) and that it has a similar structure at 10 em (Rowson 
1959). Table 3 summarizes the results of the present work and of exis-
ting measurements at other wavelengths. It can be seen from Table 3 that 
as the wavelength of observation increases, the two components eppear to 
draw closer together. 
Jennison and Latham (1959) found that the two components of Cygnus A 
differed in intensity by 20~ at 2. 6 3 m, with the stronger component to-
ward the west. This result was based on their phase measurements at 
antenna spacings of 15 40~ and 216 0~ east-west. In the present work, t~e 
phase measured at the 1557~ east-west spacing indicates a ratio of com-
ponent intensities of 1.3 ± 0 .3 to 1, but with the ine~uality in the op-
posite sense, i.e. with the stronger component toward the eas~. The 
phases reported by Twiss et al (1960) at 21 em are in agreement with the 
31 em phases of Paper I. It would be desirable to have more complete 
and more precise measurements of the visibility phase in order to conf~rm 
this apparent variation of structure with wavelength. 
c) Table of Galactic Sources 
Table 4 contains information on 21 sources believed to lie within 
our own galaxy. For most of these sources the data on the visibility 
functions from Papers I and II were numerically inverted to give approxi-
mate one-dimensional brightness distributions. The diameter listed is 
in each case the a ngular distance between the half -intensity points of 
this distribution. For sources situated in the galactic plane, it is 
clear that our inversions do not present true pictures of the surrounding 
1 The final intensity ratio of 1.2 ± 0.2 to l which is given in Table 1 
is based on both the phase and amplitude data. 
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complex distribution of brightness1 . The reason is, of course, that 
the necessary brightness-distribution components of low spatial fre-
quencies were not measured. Most of the sources li sted in Table 4 
have relatively sharp central concentrations, and the diameters listed 
are believed to be accurate. 
Seven galactic sources were observed with both baselines. Of t~ese , 
two were outside the limits of resolution of the instrument. The 
Supernova of 1572, the Crab and the Orion Nebulae, and probably Cass A 
showed rather similar diameters in the two directions , while 3C 58 showed 
a distinct elongation. In no case was there u c lear division into well-
separated components. 
d) Distribution of the Sources 
While variou s observers will doubtless fi nd the descriptions of 
individual sources to be of value, the distribution of sources among 
the structural classes is perhaps of more general interest. This dis-
tribution is g iven in Table 5. 
Appearing in Table 5 are 99 sources in class N, while 15 sources 
are distributed a mong the four well-resolved classes . These latter 75 
are the sources for which some structural details could be determined. 
Of these, 60% were observed with both the north-south and the east-west 
baselines. Only in class s, the apparent~y simple sources, is the num-
be r found on the basis of observations with one baseline greater than 
the corresponding number for observations with both baselines. It is 
probable that several of the S sources observed with only one baseline 
actually have more-complicated structures. In a ddition, three of the 
four S sources observed with two b aselines show a h igh degree of elon-
gation , sugg esting tha t they may be parti9lly resolved double sources or 
double sources with the components partially superposed due to projection 
onto the plane of t he sky. Only one source observed with ~oth baselines 
displays a simple, roughly circular, one-component structure with a 
diameter >1!5. This sou rce is 3C 2782 • It seems safe to conclude that 
the relative number of simple, apparently circular extragalactic sources 
is quite small, perhaps smaller than 5i, but certainly smaller than 20~ . 
A great majority of the sources cannot be described by a single com-
ponent and fall into classes H, u, or E. Most of these more -complicated 
sources have just two prominent components, superposed in class H and 
separated in classes U and E. A few sources which have been classified 
U or H may contain more than two components. For instance, in 3C 465 
there is definite evidence for a halo, but there is also evidence for 
structure within the core. The core of Hydra A may likewise show 
structure3. In 3C 135, a very complex structure is indicated, but not 
defined, by the data availab le . The number of such well-resolved sources 
1see, for example, the 31-cm galactic maps of Wilson and Bolton . (1960) . 
2 In addition there are two sources in class N, 3C 78 and 3C 338, which 
show similar diameters of about 1 1 in two and three directions, re-
spectively . These sources ma y likewise have simple structures. 
3Recent work by Lequeux and Heidmann (1961) has revealed structure in 
the cores of both Hydra A and M87 . 
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with more than two major components is not greater than 20, however, 
and may well be less. Thus, over half of the sources resolved in this 
study display structures consisting of two major components. 
e) Two-Component Sources 
Since so many of the sources appear to consist of two components, 
the properties of this group of objects were investigated in somewhat 
greater detail. More precisely, the properties of the class E and U 
sources were investigated; the class H sources seem to be a distinct 
group. In Figure 6 is shown a histogram of the numbers of sources from 
classes E and U displaying various ratios of component intensities. To 
make this histogram as complete as possible, the extended source in 
Centaurus A (Bolton and Clark 1960) and the source Fornax A (Wade 1961) 
have been added to the 34 sources for which intensity ratios are given 
in Table 1. Some sources with high intensity ratios have undoubtedly 
been overlooked in our interpretation, but the first three columns of 
the histogram are believed to be complete. There is an abundance of 
sources with components of approximately equal intensity as compared with 
those having intensity ratios in the range of 1.5 to at least 3.5. Al -
though it is possible to modify the shape of this histogram somewhat by 
choosing different values for the column boundaries, the peak in the 
first column persists and is judged to be real. 
The distribution of the axial ratios for the two-component sources 
was also investigated. This ratio was defined by the quotient of the 
major and minor diameters of a source, as nearly as these could be esti-
mated. The orientation of a source must be at least approximately known 
in order to deduce values for the major and minor diameters; hence, only 
sources which had been observed with both baselines were considered. The 
median ratio for the 11 sources in class E was 3.3, with values ranging 
from 2.2 to 6. Often only a lower limit could be obtained for the class 
U sources, with values ranging from >2 to > 10. Again, however, a con-
centration in the neighborhood of 3 to 4 seems likely. 
The high median value of the axial ratio makes possible the exclu-
sion of one possible model for the two-component sources, namely a rand om 
distribution of isotropically radiating toruses. It can be argued that 
an optically thin torus seen edge-on would appear as a two-component 
source, since the optical depth at the extremities would be greater than 
that in the center. However, the median value of the axial ratio for 
such a distribution of toruses would lie between 1.3 and 2--the exact 
ratio depending on the relation of the thickness of the ring to its 
diameter. The median value of the axial ratio for the 15 sources in 
classes E and S is 3.2. Undoubtedly some of the sources from class U 
should be included in this group, but in no way could the median be 
brought below 2. The exclusion of the torus model is really a consequence 
of the extreme rarity of circular sources. 
Several two-component sources stand out because of their large axial 
ratio and large angular spacing. Among these are 3C 62, 3C 89, and 3C 
343. The separation is in each case ~10', with an axial ratio >10. The 
source 3C 208 might also be an object of this type, although its angular 
spacing is only 6 1 • Although these sources have high galactic latitudes, 
none has yet been identified with an optical object. According to cur-
rent notions about optical identifications (Minkowski 1960; Bolton 1960), 
this suggests that these sources are at very great distances. The larg e 
angular diameter would then imply a large physical extent, perhaps as 
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great as several megaparsecs . This is indeed very large if such sources 
are to be associated with single galaxies . It is pos sible that such ob-
jects represent chance associations of small-diameter radio sources. It 
is also possible that they represent a distinct type of radio source, 
perhaps associated with a whole cluster of galaxies. At least in the 
case of 3C 89 there is fairly good positional agreement with a faint 
cluster of galaxies (T. A. Matthews, private communication). Because of 
their high axial ratios, these sources are very difficult to study with 
the interferometric techniques used in this investigation. 
f) Source Brightness Temperatures 
An attempt was made to calculate surface brightness temperatures 
for the extragalactic sources, using the brightness distribution informa-
tion in Table 1 and the 31-cm fluxes from Papers I and II. The problem 
of obtaining useful brightness temperatures from the data at hand is 
made difficult by the complex nature of the sources. It has been custo-
mary to find a brightness temperature Tb from the relation 
Tb a s / ( t'J( d 2 ) 
where S is the observed flux from the source and d is the observed 
"diameter''. It is clear from the results presented above that such a 
definition is not satisfactory for the large majority of radio sources; 
a complex source cannot be described by a simple diameter. A second ap-
proximation is to calculate mean brightness temperatures for the various 
components in a source. It is necessary to know the sizes and shapes of 
the individual components, which obviously requires greater resolution 
than is needed to distinguish the presence and rough relative positions 
of the components. For only a few sources were the data in Table l suf-
ficient to calculate component brightness temperatures; the results are 
presented in Table 6 . The figures not enclosed in parentheses are 
probably accurate to within a factor of two. Those enclosed in paren-
theses may be good only to an order of magnitude . Only for sources in 
class H are separate figures presented for the two components. Most of 
the brightness temperatures are between 103 and 104°K, though6 the lowest is only 64°K (the halo of 3C 264) and the highest is 1.2 x 1 0 °K(Cygnus A). 
In M87 is seen a range of two orders of magnitude between the core and 
the halo. The range between the two sources in Centauru s A (NGC 5128) is 
even greater, since at this same wavelength Bolton and Clark (1960) found 
brightness temperatures in the extended source which give a mean of a bout 
l0°K. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation has greatly expanded the number of extragalactic 
radio sources for which some details of structure are known. It has 
shown that the great majority of these sources have complex structure, 
often with two prominent components. There is a t endency for these com-
ponents to be rather symmetrical in intensity and size, though it is not 
clear that the very symmetrical sources (class E) form a truly distinct 
type. There is some evidence for a distinct group of sources, typified 
by 3C 89, with large axial ratios and often with unequal intensities. 
The small group of core-and-halo objects is important because it contains 
several intense sources having firm optical identifications (M87, Hydra A, 
and possibly NGC 1275). 
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A group of relatively small-diameter galactic radio sources was 
also investigated. Although these sources varied in complexity, they 
generally showed a more compact structure than that typical of the 
extragalactic sources. 
A comparison of radio and optical brightness distributions for 
identified objects is naturally of great interest, and the fourt h arti-
cle in this series will be devoted to this subject. The optical iden-
tifications are particulariy important because they offer a measure of 
the distance to the source. Given the distance, the angular dimensions 
can be changed into physical dimensions, and the energy requirements of 
the source can then be estimated. Since the complex nature of the 
sources has been demonstrated in the present paper, it seems appropriate 
to mention that t h ere is no clear relation between radio and optical 
complexity in identified objects. A complex radio source can be asso-
ciated with either a single or a multiple galaxy, while the source 
3C 278, which has a simple radio structure, is associated with a double 
system, NGC 4782-83. 
The fact that a radio source is typically elongated mean s that its 
angular extent must be specified by a major-axis diameter. The inter-
ferometric determination of this diameter requires measurements along 
at least two baselines. To determine a meaningful brightness tempera-
ture for a source, the sizes and shapes of the components must be known; 
this requires a higher order of accuracy and resDlving power than does 
the initial resolution of the source into components. 
A suggestion for further investigation comes from three extragalac-
tic sources for which comparable studies have been made at other wave-
lengths, namely M87 , NGC 5128, and Cygnus A. In each case the structure 
appears to vary with wavelength. It is not at all surprising that the 
core and the halo in M87 show different spectral characteristics, since 
the physical conditions in the two regions are almost certainly very 
different. The other sources in class H may show similar changes when 
observed at various wavelengths. The fact that a large proportion of 
the extragalactic sources--the ones with two well-separated components--
have rather similar appearances at one wavelength suggests that the wave-
length dependence of the structure in these sources may not be very 
great. The detection of small wavelength-dependent changes will require 
observations of great accuracy. 
The fact that a radio galaxy is typically complex and highly ex-
tended is presumably to be associated with the complex and powerful 
forces needed to bring such an object into being . A great deal of ad-
ditional information will be required to permit an understanding of the 
origin and development of these objects. Much has been said about the 
cosmological significance of radio source statistics, but any cosmologi-
cal conclusions will always be in doubt if the development of the sources 
themselves is not understood. The problem of the lifetime of a source 
is, for instance, very critical. The results of the present study sug-
ges t that an understanding of radio-source mechanisms may await the con-
struction of radio telescopes having a degree of resolution comparable 
to that of present large optical telescopes. 
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TABlE 1 
DIAME'IERS AND COMl .. ~NTS ON STRUCTURE FOR THE EXTRAGALACTIC SOURCES 
Source Diameter Class Comments 
p=900 p=Oo 
3C 2 < o!5 < 0!5 N 
3C 5 --- < 0.7 N 
MSH 00-2,2 --- < 1.0 N 
3C 15 1.2~0.5 < 0.6 N Diameter in p=l50° is o!7t0!3. 
3C 17 1.5t0.5 < 0.5 N Diameter in p=l50° is l!lt0!4. 
3C 18 --- 1.1±0.2 N 
3C 19 --- < 0.5 N 
3C 20 < 0.7 < 0.5 N 
MSH 00-222* 
--- 5.ot2.0 (U) Possibly 2 components, separation 
about 31 in p=0°. Diameter in 
p=l50° is about 5' , while the dia-
meter in p=30° is somewhat larger. 
3C 23 --- < 1.0 N 




3C 28 < 0.7 < 0.8 N 
3C 29 
--
2.5±0.7 (U) Probably some structure present. 
Diameter in p=l50° is 2!5u!o. 
3C 32 
--
< 0.8 N 
3C 33 c c u 2 components, relative intensities 
2.5t0.1 and 1, separation 3!8t0!6 
along major axis in p=20°±SO, with 
stronger component toward south-west. 
From 0 to 20%of the total flux 
could be in a third component near 
the centroid of the first two. 
3C 38 o.7t0.2 < 0.6 u Probably 2 compbnents, relative in-
tensities 6t3 and 1, separation 
5!0±1!0 in p=0°. Observations 
in p=l50° agree with this inter-
pretation. 
3C 40 c c u 2 components, relative intensities 
3±l and 1, separation 5!7t0!8 
along major axis in p=l29°t8°. 
Stronger component to south-east 
and probably extended in p=0°. 
3C 41 (U) I c c Components < 1.2. Larger scale 
structure probable. 
3C 43 --- < 0.5 N 
3C 46 2.0+_1.0 1.010.4 (U) Possibly 2 components. 
3C 47 --- 1.3±0.2 N 
3C 55 --- < 0.8 N 
MSH 01-3];2 --- < 1.4 N 
3C 62 --- c u 2 components, relative intensities 
about 3 and 1. Possible separation 
o!8 <0!7 
is 11' in p=0°. Stronger component 
3C 63 < N hae diameter < o! 7. 
TABLE 1 -continued 
Source Diameter Class Comments 
p=90° p=O 0 
3C 65 -- < o!6 N 
3C 66 c c u 2 components , relative intensities 
2.0t0. 5 and 1, separation 6!6il!O 
along maj or axis in p=115°t7°, with 
stronger component toward south-
east. 
3C 69 --- 0.8+0.2 N 
MSH 02-110 < 1!0 < o;s N 
3C 71 < 0.5 < 0.5 N 
3C 75 c c E 2 components, equal intensities i25o/o, e~ual diameters 1!2t0!2. Separation 
2.8t0!4 along maj or axis in p=47°t7°. 
3C 78 1.0t0.5 l.Q±0.3 N 
3C 79 1.2t.0.3 < 0.7 N 
CTA 21 < 0.8 < 0.6 N 
NGC 1275* < 0.7 o.7t0.3 (H) 4!5il!O halo with 15% of flux. 
Fornax A* > 20 > 20 u 
3C 86 
---
c u 2 components, relative intensities 
4tl and 1, separation 2!0:0!2 
in p=0°. 
3C 88 --- 1.7t0.2 s 
3C 89 c c u Probably 2 components, relative inten-
sities about 3 and 1, separation 
I 0 I about 6 in p=90 and about 8 in 
p=0°. Diameter of stronger com-
ponent is < 1!0. 
CTA 26 < 1.2 c u 2 components, relative intensities 
3il and 1, separation 2!3t0!5 in 





MSH 03-2E --- 3.Q±0.7 s 
3C 98 c c u 2 components, relative intensities 
3tl and 1, separation 3!4t0!5 
along major axis in p=2)0t,lQO, 
with stronger compone!'!t toward 
north-east. 
3C 103 < 0.5 c E 2 components, equal intensities f25o/o, 
diameters < 1!0, separation 1.3i0!2 
in p=0°. 
< 1!0 core with about 3C 105 --- c H 5!0tl!O halo and 50% of flux. 
MSH 04-~ --- o.8t0.3 N 
3C 109 < 1.0 1.3t0.3 N 
MSH 04-2k --- l ·.Q±0.4 N 
3C 111 c c E 2 components, equal intensities t15o/o, 
equal di ameters 1!2t0!3, separation 
2! 5:0!3 along major axis in p=60°t7°. 
3C 119 --- < 0.5 N 
MSH 04-112 --- 2. 5-t0.5 s 
3C 123 < 0!4 o! 5t0!2 N Standard source, except at the largest 


















































































































Diameter in p=l50° is 1!5t.0!5. 
Considerable structure, components 
< 1. 0. 2 components of comparable 
intensity indicated in p=0°. Over-
all diameter ~ 6 1 in p=90°. 
Possibly a halo with 20 % of flux. 
Probably weak companion about 8!5 
away in p=0°, relative inten-
sities ~ 5 and 1. 
2 components, e~ual intensities tl5o/o, 
separation 2.0t,0!2 along ~ajor axis 
in p=l75°t5°. The components are 
elongated approximately along the 
major axis with diameter 0!5xl!O each. 
Considerable structure, overall dia-
l I 
meter 2:: 4 , fine structure < 1.0. 
Structure present in p=90°. 
Diameter in p=36° and p=l44° is < 1!0. 
Standard source. 
2 components, equal intensities t,25o/o, 
diameters < 1!2, separation 
1!55tO!l5 in p=oo. 
Diameter in p=15oo is < o! 7, while 
diameter in p=30° is 1!2~0!7. 
Possibly unresolved double source. 
2 components, relative intensities 
2.5;tl and 1, separation 1!9t0!2 
in p=oo, with stronger component 
toward south. 
Overall diameter > 31 , fine struc-
1 -ture < 1.0. 
Standard source. 
TABLE 1 -continued 
Source Diameter Class Comments 
p=90 0 p=Oo 
3C 198 3!5tl!O 3!5tl!o H Observations in p=90° indicate < 1!5 
core with~ 25% of flux. Obser-
vations in p=30° and p=l50° indi-
cate that the halo is nearly cir-
cular. 
3C 202 --- o.7t0.3 N 
3C 208 c c u 2 components, relative intensities 
4±.1 and 1, stronger source has 
diameter < 1!0. Separation 6!lt.0!7 
along major axis in p=l38°t7°, with 
stronger component toward north-west. 
3C 212 
---
< 0.7 N 
HSH 08-2,!2 
--- < 0.7 N 
3C 216 < 0.6 < 0.6 N 
Hydra A* 1.0!0.5 1.5:0.7 H About 51 halo with 12%+5% of flux. 
Core diameter ~ 1!2-in g=30° and 
< o!6 in p=90° and p=l50 • 
3C 219 c c E 2 components, equal intenfities ±.20% , 
e~ual 1 diameters 0!85±.0.15, separation 1.~0.1 along major axis in p=35°±.3o. 
3C 225 1.0!0.7 u I 
---
Structure, components < 1.0. 
3C 227 2.8t0.5 o.6t0.4 u 2 components, relative intensities 
2:1 and 1, separation 2!lt.0!5 
along major axis in p=90°t10°. 
The components are probab~ elon-




3C 230 c l.ot0.3 (U) Structure, principal co~onent < 1!0. 
3C 234 c o.7t.0.3 (U) Overall diameter about 3.0 with 
principal component < 1! 0. 
3C 237 < 0.6 o.5t.0.3 N 
3C 238 
---
c (U) Considerable structure, principal 
I component < 1.0. 
MSH 10-~ --- < 2.0 N Diameter~ 3!0 in p=l42°. 
3C 243 c c u 2 components, relative intensities 
2±.1 and 1, diame}er < 1!0 each, 
separation 2!ot0.3 in p=oo. 
Possible larger-scale structure. 
3C 2JS 
-
< 1.0 N 
3C 254 < 0.5 < 0.5 N 
MSH 11-1§ --- < 0.5 N 
3C 261 
--
< 0.8 N 
3C 264 I 2.0t.l.O 2.0t,l.O H Halo diameter > 6.0, core diameter 
< 1!2 with about 60% of flux. 
3C 265 1.2t.0.3 <. 0.7 N 
3C 267 
---
< 0.7 N 
3C Z70 c 2.5t.0.5 E 2 components , equal intensities t.15o/o, 
equal diameters 2!7t.0!5, separation 
0!4 < 0!4 
4!7t.0!3 along major axis in p=8~t,70. 
3C Z73 < N 
TABLE 1 -continued 
Source Diameter Class Comments 
p=90 0 p=O 0 
M ?/7* c c H 6! 5+0!7 halo with 48o/o±3o/o of flux, 
- I I core di ameter is 0. 6±0.2. The 
I I 
core i s elongated in p ~ 300°. 
M 84 --- 1.8:1.0 N 
3C 275 --- < 0.7 N 
Coma A < o!8 < 0.7 N 
3C 278 2.5t0.5 2.0:0.5 s Diameter is 2!0t0!5 in p=31° and 
p=l49°. The source i s nearly cir-
cular. 
3C 279 < 0.6 < 0.6 N 
3C 280 < 0.6 < 0.5 N 
3C 283 < 0.7 < 0.7 N 
NGC 5128* 
(center c c E 2 components, e~ual i ·1tonsities +30%, 
source) separation 7.1:0!5 along major axis 
in p=46~5t2°. One or both components 
are elongated in p ~15°-diameters 
3!8x2!o. 
3C 287 < o. 8 < 0.6 N 
3C 286 < o. 4 < o. 4 N 
MSH 13-3J --- 4.01;0.5 s 
MSH 13-D,ll 
---
< 0.7 N 
3C 295 < 0.4 < 0.4 N Standard source. 
3C 298 < 0.5 < 0.5 N 
MSH 14-D,ll 
---
< 1.0 (U) Large scale structure possible. 
MSH 14+0.1Q c c (U) Large scale structure, principal 




3C 310 1.81;0.3 c (E) Probably 2 components, equal intensities 
+15%, equal diameters 2!0+0!5, 
- ' ' 0 -separation 2.1:0.2 in p=O • 
3C 313 c 1.6:0.3 u 2 components, relative intensities 
1.6t0•4 and 1, diameters < 1!0, 
separation 1!91;0!2 along maj or 
axis in p=56°±7°, with stronger 
component toward south-west. 
3C 315 l.ot0.2 1.5:0. 3 (S) 
3C 317 < 0. 5 0.6:0.2 N 
3C 318 < 0.6 < 0.6 N 
3C 324 < 0.7 < o.7 N 
3C 327 c 0.71;0.3 u 2 components , unequal intensities or 
diameters, separation 3!5:0!5 in 
p=90°. Components apparently elon-
< 1!0 
gated in p=90°. 
MSH· l6+0~ < o.7 N 
3C 330 1.21;0.2 --- (S) 
3C 338 1!2±0!2 --- N Diameters· in p=43° and p=l37° are l!lt0!3. The source is nearly 
circular. 
TABLE 1 -continued 
Source Diameter Class Comments 
p=90 0 p=Oo 
3C 343 c --·- E 2 components, equal intensities ~30°k, 
both diameters< o!7, ~eparation 
in p=90° cert~inly ~ 6 , possible 
< 0!7 
separation 11 • 
3C 345 --- N 
3C 347 c --- u Possibly 2 components, relative inten-
sities 3+1 and 1, both diameters 
I - I I < 1.0. Separation 2.9t0.6 in 
p=90o. 
Here. A* c c E 2 conponents, relative intensities 
1.4+0.1 and 1, equal diameters 
I - I I I o.75t0.20, separation 1.95~0.10 
along major axis in p=l00~5tl~5. 
Stronger component probably to-
ward east. 
3C 353 c --- u 2 components, relative intensities 
2.0+0t3 and 1, equal diameters 
I - I I 1.4:0.2, separation 2.5tO.l in 
p=90°, with stronger component 
toward east. 
3C 365 < 2.0 --- (U) Possibly comolex structure with com-• t ponents < 0. 7. 
3C 380 < 0.4 --- N 
CTA 80 2.ot0.5 --- u Highly elongated, probably 2 components 
of unequal intensity, separation 
1!7t0!4 along major axis in 
p=55°tl~. 
3C 386 1.~0.2 --- (S) Slight central concentration. 
3C 388 < 0.8 --- (U) Possibly a faint (about lOo/o) com-
ponent 3!5 away in p=90°. 
MSH 19-1.§ < 1.5 --- N 
3C 401 · < 0.5 --- N 
3C 402 2.0t0.5 --- u Possibly 2 components1 diameter < 1!0 
each, separation 1.5:0!3 in p=9Q0 • 
3C 403 c --- E 2 components, relative intensities 
1.2+0.2 and 1, equal diameters 
I - I I I 1.2t0.3, separation 1.56tO.l5 in 
I I 
p=90°. 
Cygnus A* c o.8t0.2 E 2 components, relative intensities 
lt2+0.2 and 1, equal diameters 
- I I I o.7t0.2, separation 1.58±0.10 
along major axis in p=l09°tl~5. 
Possible elongation of components 
in direction of rnajor•axis. 
3C 409 < 0.5 --- N 
3C 410 < 0.5 --- N 
3C 413 c --- (li:) Probably 2 components, equal inten-
sities thO % , separation 1! 7~0! 3 
in p=90°. 
3C 424 < 0.6 --- N 
3C 430 o!6t0!3 --- N 
TABlE 1 -concluded 
Source Diameter Class Comments 
p=90 0 p=O 0 
3C 433 < o!5 16 I o. t0.2 N 
3C 436 < 1.0 1.6t0.5 N Probable large scale structure. 
3C 438 < 0.5 < 0.5 N 
3C 441 --- 0.7+0.3 N 
3C 442 --- 3.otl.O s 
3C 444 0.6-:0.3 2.ot0.5 (S) Highly elongated. 
3C 445 1.6t0.3 c (E) Probably 2 components , equal intensities 
+15% , equal diameters 1!5+0!5, 
- I t -separation 3.8t0.4 in p=0°. 
3C 446 c < o.s u Probably 2 components, relative inten-
sities 6t2 and 1, separation 18 '3 o 1. tO. in p=90 • 
CTA 102 < 0.6 < 0.6 N 
3C 452 4·0±2.0 1.2!;0.2 (U) Considerable structure. 
3C 456 c c u I Complex structure, components < 1.0. 
30 459 < 0.7 < o.s N 
:t-1SH 23-1~ < o.s < 1.2 N 
(H) 5' I 30 4h5 c c Overall diameter .Q±l.O, components 
< 1!0. 
30 4h9 < 1!2 < 1!5 N 
Table 2 
FEATURES OF NGC 5128 OBSERVED AT DIFFERENT WAVELENGTHS 
E -W Component Relative Component E-W Component 
Wavelene;th Separation Intensities Diameters 
31 em 5!1 ± o!4 <1. 3:1 2~4 ±. o!4 each 
21 em 5 I 2 !5 each 
9 em 4!6 1. 8 :1 2:6 I ± 0.2 and <l I 
Table 3 
FEATURES OF CYGNUS A OBSERVED AT DIFFERENT WAVELENGTHS 
E- 1/J Component 
Wavelength Observing Group Reference Separation 
Position Angle 
of Major Axis 




















Jennison and Latham (1959). 
Biraud et al (1960) . 
Twiss et al (1960). 
!towson (1959). 
1~35 




Inferred from minimum in published curves of visibility 
amplitude. 
Position angle determined from measurements at 21 .6 em. 
TABlE 4 































<0.4 < 0.4 
6.0±1.0 2.3±0.3 


























Probably a ring-shaped source. 
Standard source in p=0°. 
Some fine structure. 
Nearly Gaussian distribution in p=90°; 
less central concentration in 
p=Oo. 
Central concentration, extended to-
wards south. 
I Approximately 65~ of flux in ~10 
halo, core diameter 1!8t0!4-
Central concentration. 
Complex structure, overall diameter 
> 81 With COmpOnents < 3 I 0 
Considerable small-scale structure. 
2~ ±5 ~ of flux in 2;21.0!.5 core. 
Halo diameter -::::: 12 • 
Slightly as.ymmetrical. 1 Complex halo with diameter ~ 10 • 
Complex halo with diameter ::::: 6'. 
Less centrally concentrated than a 
Gaussian distribution. 
'!'able 5 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE 17 4 EXTRAGALACTIC SOURCES 
Total ot Total ot 
Classitication E u H s :Resolved All 
Sources Sources 
Observed vi th 11 24 6 4 45 45 90 two baselines 
Observed vi th 
onl;y one 4 16 1 9 30 54 84 
baseline 
Total observed 15 40 7 13 75 99 174 
Table 6 
MEAN COMPOOENT BRIGH'l!mSS 'l'EMPERA'l'URES AT 31. 3 CM 
Source Clus Tb (Ox) Source Class ~ (~) Source Class Tb (~) 
3C 33 u (20,000) 3C 198 H 120+( > 200) NGC 5128 B 15,000 
3C 40 u (2,000) Hydra A H 1700+(20,000) Center 
3CIP (U} (500) 3C 219 E 4,000 30 310 (E) 900 
3C 66 u (30,000) 30227 u (5,000) 30 315 (S) (2,000) 
30 75 E 1500 3C 264 H 64+( > 2000) 303V u (5,000} 
30lll E 4000 3C 2:70 E 1,000 Here A E 40,000 
30134 E 8000 M87 H 2000+2xl.o5 C)ogA E 1.2x1o6 
Pictor A (U) (3000} 30 2:78 s 1200 30445 (E) (1,000) 
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Fig . 1 . Interpretation of the source 3C 353 . a. Vi s ibili t y anplitude . 
b . Visibility ph~se. c . Principal solution obtai ne~ by in -
version of a and b . d . Principal solution s~oothed with a 
1 ~ 8 Gaussian. e . Source mode l made up of two 1! 4 Gaussians, 
relative intensities 2~0 and 1 , spacin g 2 ! 5 . f . The same 
model , but smoothed with a 1 ! 8 Gaussian . g and h . The observed 
point s compared with the calcul ated a mplitude a nd phas e for the 
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Fig . 4. a. Visibility amplitudes observed for Hercule s A while tracking 
with a long north - south baseline . The curve is calculated fo r 
the model described in Table 1 . b . Comparison of observed east -
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Fig . 6 . Number of sources versus the ratio 
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